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We report a study of 20 exclusive reactions measured at the AGS at 5.9 GeV/c incident momentum,
90' center of mass. This experiment confirms the strong quark Bow dependence of two-body hadron-
hadron scattering at large angle. At 9.9 GeV/c an upper limit had been set for the ratio of cross
sections for (pp ~ pp)/(pp ~ pp) at 90' c.m. , with the ratio less than 4'%%uo. The present experiment
was performed at lower energy to gain sensitivity, but was still within the fixed angle scaling region.
A ratio R(pp/pp) = 1/40 was measured at 5.9 GeV/c, 90' c.m. in comparison to a ratio near 1.7
for small angle scattering. In addition, many other reactions were measured, often for the first time
at 90' c.m. in the scaling region, using beams of m+, K+, p, and p on a hydrogen target. There
are similar large differences in cross sections for other reactions: R(K p ~ vr+Z /K p ~ x Z+)
—1/12, for example. The relative magnitudes of the different cross sections are consistent with the
dominance of quark interchange in these 90' reactions, and indicate that pure gluon exchange and
quark-antiquark annihilation diagrams are much less important. The angular dependence of several
elastic cross sections and the energy dependence at a fixed angle of many of the reactions are also
presented.

PACS number(s): 13.75.—u, 13.85.Dz, 13.85.Fb
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Two-body to two-body exclusive scattering represents
a very small &action of scattering at high energy. It is
much more likely that particles will &agment. Even more
rare is exclusive scattering at large center-of-mass angles.
For example, the total elastic cross section is about 1/4
of the total cross section for proton-proton scattering at
10 GeV/c incident xnomentum; the 90' elastic scattering
cross section is less than a part per million of the 0'
elastic cross section.

Despite its rarity, large angle exclusive scattering is

of great interest because it allows us to glimpse short-
distance interactions directly. The impact parameter de-
creases inversely with the momentum transferred in the
interaction, pz . This distance is given by 5/p7. Even for
a beaxn momentum of 5.9 GeV/c, this distance is much
smaller than the radius of a proton, 0.1 fm compared to
0.9 fm.

We measured 20 two-body, wide-angle, exclusive reac-

tions at 5.9 GeV/c incident momentum Ref. [la]. These
reactions, listed in Table I, were measured in the same
apparatus. All the reactions of the same beam and spec-
trometer polarity were measured simultaneously. The
BNL Alternate Gradient Synchrotron (AGS) experiment
E838 followed E755, in which our group measured ex-
clusive wide-angle hadronic interactions with an incident
beam momentum of 9.9 GeV/c [1]. The beam momen-
tum for E838 was reduced to 5.9 GeV/c, increasing the
differential cross sections by factors of about 90 and 50
for baryon-baryon and meson-baryon elastic interactions,
respectively, while remaining within the observed scaling
region.

Both experiments (E755 and E838) had the goal to ex-

plore the dynamics of large angle scattering. Previously,
the energy dependence of Bxed angle elastic scattering
and angular dependence had been measured, but a com-
prehensive study of two-body exclusives at large angle,
including nonelastic reactions, had not been done. It had
been observed that fixed angle elastic cross sections show
scaling behavior, falling as a high power of energy, as op-
posed to the exponential fall-ofF observed for small angles.
Scaling is seen for incident momenta p ) 5 GeV/c for 90
scattering. It had also been observed that, for incident
momenta above roughly 5 GeV/c, the angular depen-
dence of the cross sections Battened in the region of 90
c.m. These observations indicate that large angle scat-
tering for Qz ) 5 (GeV/c)z has different dynamics from
small angle scattering. Moreover, the observed power
of the energy dependence agrees well with dimensional
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TABLE I. Measured reactions presented in this paper.
The reactions are written as (beam + target) ~ (spectrome-
ter particle + side particle). Reactions 1, 2, 3, 17, and 18 were

measured with either Bnal-state particle in the spectrometer.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Meson-baryon reactions
K+pMp +

7r pm p7r

K+p w pK+
K p-+ pK

pMpp
pM pp

K+p + pK'+
K pwpK'
K p-+x Z+
K p~x+Z
K p —+Ax
vr pm AK'

vr+p + sr+4+
m p~sr a+
~-p -+ ~+a-
K+p ~ K+6+

Baryon-baryon reactions

17
18
19
20

pp ~ pp
pp ~ pp

pp M 7c 7l

pp ~ K+K-

counting arguments which imply that only the valence
quarks participate in large angle exclusive scattering.

By comparing reactions with different combinations of
valence quarks in the initial and final states, our exper-
iments were conceived to investigate the quark Bow de-
pendence. For example, elastic processes can be medi-
ated by exchanges of gluons and, if gluon exchange domi-
nated these reactions, all elastic meson-baryon cross sec-
tions would be similar in magnitude. If, on the other
hand, the dominant process involved the exchange of
quarks between the interacting hadrons, elastic reactions
where the interacting hadrons have no valence quarks in
common would be suppressed. One would then expect
the 90 pp and K p elastic cross sections to be much
sxnaller than pp and K+p, respectively. By including fi-
nal states with new valence quarks, different from the
initial states, we could also explore the importance of
quark annihilation and creation for 90 scattering.

Both experiments (E755 and E838) scattered tagged
beams of m+, K+, p, and p from hydrogen, and re-
quired an outgoing track at large angle near the kine-
matic limit in transverse momentum, as measured in a
magnetic spectrometer. The scattered charged tracks on
the opposite side were observed in a proportional cham-
ber array. Missing mass, momentum conservation, and
track topology were used to identify two-body exclusive
reactions. The first experiment (E755)[1] measured cross
sections or set upper limits for 14 reactions for an inci-
dent beam momentum of 9.9 GeV/c. This energy was
chosen as a compromise between being we11 within the
scaling domain, yet having sufBcient sensitivity to cross

sections which fall sharply with increasing energy. This
first experiment obtained an upper limit on the pp elastic
cross section which set a limit on the ratio of R(pp/pp) (
4%%uo at 90' c.m. , and the ratio of K p/K+p elastics was
inconclusive. The results showed large Qavor dependence
for 90' scattering. Quark interchange topologies clearly
dominated. The goals of the second experiment were to
increase sensitivity by reducing the energy while still re-
maining in the scaling region, to obtain actual measure-
ments of the suppressed cross sections, and to measure
new reactions with K and p beams.

In the following sections we summarize the dimensional
scaling arguments and present a formalism which ex-
pands the scattering amplitude into contributions from
difFerent valence quark topologies; we discuss the appara-
tus, trigger and beam, event selection and event analysis;
we discuss the results of this experimental program.

THEORETICAL DISCUSSION

There have been a number of theoretical approaches to
describe large angle elastic scattering. Meson exchange
models include coherent multiple scattering [2] and the
massive quark model [3]. QCD-based models include
the hard scatter of a single fast quark [4], and the hard
scattering of minihadrons [5]. In the minihadron model,
the hadrons which participate in the large angle scat-
ter have fiuctuated to a size smaller than h/pz, the size
probed by the interaction. This leads to fixed-angle scal-
ing and color transparency [6]. In color transparency,
minihadrons do not rescatter from other nucleons in the
nucleus if the hard exclusive scatter takes place inside a
nucleus. A large transparency effect has been observed
which may be the color transparency predicted by the
xninihadron model [7]. The other models generally do
not reproduce observed energy dependence, and do not
lead to color transparency. It is for these reasons that we
emphasize the minihadron model here.

In 1973, Matveev, Muradyan, and Tavkhelidze [8] and
Brodsky and Farrar[9] suggested that the difFerential
cross section for large angle elastic scattering should scale
with the center of mass energy:

ciao' 1—(ob m ab) . f s(t/s).
dt (t/s) fixed

In this formalism, n equals the total number of all inter-
acting fields, and the scaling is referred to as dimensional
scaling, or constituent counting. Therefore, the observed
power n measures the number of interacting fields. The
minimum n»mber for n is the sum of valence quarks in
the initial and final states (e.g. , 12 for baryon-baryon
elastic scattering and 10 for meson-baryon scattering),
leading to energy dependences of 8 and 8 for pp
and harp elastic scattering, respectively. Experimentally,
dimensional scaling has been established in pp, m'p, and
ep elastic scattering at fixed angles in the center-of-mass
frame, fixed t/s. The power n which is observed is, in-
deed, approximately equal to the sum of valence quarks,
indicating that sea partons are not involved in large an-
gle exclusive scattering. pp and ep elastic scattering data
indicate that the threshold for dimensional scaling begins
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at incident momenta of —5 GeV/c [10,11]. The success
of dimensional scaling suggests that high pl exclusive
interactions probe the valence structure of hadrons.

Whether or not a perturbative @CD (PQCD) descrip-
tion of large angle exclusive reactions is justified has
been debated [12]. At issue is whether the momentum
transfer for the parton interactions is suKciently large to
use perturbation theory. Li and Sterman [13] have es-
timated the perturbative contribution to the pion mag-
netic form factor, after including radiative eH'ects that
prevent the quarks from separating (Sudakov suppres-
sion). They find that about half of the form factor is
perturbative for Q2 = 5 (GeV/c) . Additionally, Jacob
and Kisslinger [14] have suggested that the asymptotic
terms begin to dominate at about Q2 = 3.5(GeV/c)2.
Spin data, however, generally disagree with a simple low-
est order PQCD picture. Large transverse single-spin
asymmetry for proton-proton elastic scattering [15] and
a large azimuthal dependence for the decay p
from the 90' reaction vr p -+ p p [16] were not expected
under lowest order PQCD.

Farrar has expressed meson-baryon scattering ampli-
tudes as a sum of terms involving valence quark scat-
tering amplitudes [17]. The amplitudes can be subdi-
vided into four basic categories, shown in Fig. 1, which
are described by pure gluon exchange (GEX), quark in-
terchange (INT) between the hadrons, quark-antiquark
annihilation (ANN) and pair creation, or a combination
(COMB) of the above. The quark scattering amplitudes
within each group differ in their quark chirality, and each
amplitude consists of a sum of many individual Feyn-
man graphs corresponding to the various ways that the
required gluons connect to the quark lines. The large
number of two-body exclusives accessible by sr+ and K+
beams on proton targets with pseudoscalar mesons in the
final state have been expressed as linear combinations of

GEX

INT

ANN

COMB

FIG. 1. The four general types of quark How diagrams
which contribute to meson-baryon, two-body exclusive reac-
tions. The diagrams contributing to baryon-baryon reactions
are similar.
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FIG. 2. Quark Sow diagrams which contribute to (a) K+p
and (b) K p elastic scattering, (c) the reaction K p

Z+, and (d) the reaction K p m m+2

thirteen quark scattering amplitudes. Several examples
are shown in Fig. 2, with quark flavors identified for K+p
elastic scattering and X p ~ Z+x+.

With this formalism, a calculation of the cross sections
is possible, although this work is not complete. However,
certain reactions isolate one or another category of am-
plitudes. By measuring a large number of reactions, it is
possible to isolate the relative importance of pure gluon
exchange, quark interchange, and the others. This ap-
proach was used in our 9.9 GeV experiment, and quark
interchange diagrams appeared to dominate [1].

AP PARATUS

Beam. A 24 GeV/c proton beam from the Brookhaven
AGS with typically 4x10 protons each 3 sec over a 1
sec flattop produced the Cl secondary beam &om a plat-
inum target. The C1 beam line was 100 m long from
the production target to the center of our hydrogen tar-
get. The production angle was 0; horizontal collimator
jaws following a dipole magnet defined a momentum bite
of 6p/p = 1% full width at half maximum (FWHM).
The beam acceptance was AO = 0.8 msr. The typical
secondary beam intensity was 2 x10" particles per spill.

Beam particle type was tagged, using two differential
gas Cherenkov counters located about 27 m upstream
&om the experiment. The counters were 1.5 m long by
0.5 m diameter, and were filled with pressurized CO2 gas.
The optics consisted of a spherical mirror at the down-
stream end, reflecting 5' and 8' cones of Cherenkov light
to two concentric rings of six 5 cm phototubes at the focal
plane. The index of re&action was adjusted by changing
the pressure of the gas. The upstream counter tagged
pions and kaons, and the downstream counter identified
kaons and protons. Positive identification required a hit
multiplicity of 4, 5, or 6 (six tubes per ring) within the
proper ring in conjunction with a time-to-digital con-
verter (TDC) value in time with the spectrometer track.
Kaon identification required both kaon rings. Figure 3
shows pressure curves for the beam Cherenkov counters,
taken for positive and negative beams at low intensity.
The arrows indicate our standard settings. Particle type
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is clearly identified, although at high intensity inefficien-
cies and accidentals develop for the xnost active rings
(m+, p). We used low intensity to determine the beam
coxnposition, which is given in Table II, corrected for par-
ticle decay to the hydrogen target position. At higher
intensity, contaxnination was deduced &om TDC distri-
butions of summed signals from each ring.

Just upstream &om the hydrogen target was a beam
hodoscope, constructed of overlapping scintillation coun-
ters defining 32 3.1 mm wide bins in both horizontal and
vertical projections. From this point and the beam line
optics, a beam trajectory through the hydrogen target
was defined. The beam at the target was 2.5 cm x 3.8
cm (H, V) with angular dispersion 10 mrad x 35 mrad,
all FWHM.

A detailed xneasurement of the central beam momen-
tum was accomplished by examining opening angle kine-
matics for pp and xp elastic scattering. By measuring
the elastic opening angle, the spectrometer scattering
angle, and assuming particle masses for various elastic
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FIG. 3. Cherenkov Counter Pressure Curves. The graphs
show the number of counts in the two rings of each of the two
counters versus the pressure of the COs gas at 5.9 GeV/c.
Curve (a) indicates the counter which identified pions and
kaons in a yositive beam. There is a correction of 12.8 psi
to the recorded pressure. Curve (b) is for the counter which
identi6ed kaons and antiprotons in a negative beam. The
pressures were set at 225 psi in the pion/kaon counter, and
475 psi in the kaon/proton counter.

TABLE II. Fractional beam composition at the hydrogen
target.

Particle
Protons
Kaons
Pions

Muons

Positive beam
0.433 + 0.010
0.008 + 0.001
0.525 + 0.010

0.03

Negative beam
0.009 + 0.0005
0.008 + 0.0006
0.926 + 0.002

0.06

Spectrometer. The spectrometer arm consisted of four
multiwire drift chaxnbers, a dipole analyzing magnet,
five scintillator hodoscopes, and a threshold Cherenkov
counter. Capable of pion identification, accurate deter-
mination of moment»m and scattering angle, the spec-
trometer also functioned as the event trigger. An AGS
48D48 dipole magnet, with 122 cm vertical and 46 cm
horizontal apertures, was mounted to bend vertically.
Operating with a central field strength of 1.284 T, and
an effective field length of 152 cm, the magnet gave a
vertical momentum kick of 0.585 GeV/c to charged par-
ticles. For elastic events, this impulse corresponded to
about 10 of vertical bend.

interactions, the central beam xnomentum was deduced.
Lixnited by the relative alignment of the side array with
respect to the spectrometer drift chambers, the centroids
of the opening angle distributions for pp and mp elas-
tics were deterxnined to within 1 mrad, corresponding
to a +0.5'%%uo measurement of the central beam momen-
tum. The measured mean momentum for the positively
charged beam was 5.88 GeV/c, with runs ranging within
+0.8%. The mean momentum for negative beam was
5.86 GeV/c, with runs ranging over +0.3%. The beam
momentum distribution was assumed to be Gaussian
with o = 0.6' 6 O. l%%uo of the nominal beam momentum.
This width was deduced &om the spread of the opening
angle distributions.

Beam normalization used the scaled beam hodoscope
counts (ORed) and an ion chamber with aluminum foil
collecting plates, filled with an Ar-CO2 gas mixture. In
addition, we used a scintillator telescope which counted
particles scattered at large angle &om the target region.
These monitors were scaled and written to tape after each
pulse. Low intensity runs were used to accurately count
the beam with the beam hodoscope, in order to normalize
the ion chamber. The efixciency of the beaxn hodoscope
was 0.985 at low intensity. The beam telescope was used
to verify the linearity of the ion chamber response at high
intensity, and as a cross-check of its stability.

Target region. A schematic of the target, and spec-
trometer is shown in Fig. 4. The liquid hydrogen target
was built using a thin (0.8 mm) aluminuxn shell support-
ing a cylindrical Mylar Bask measuring 99 cm in length
and 10 cm in diaxneter. The Bask was surrounded by
low density insulation and kept in vacuum. To minimize
beam scatter, the upstream end of the shell contained
a 0.3 mm Mylar entrance window. Veto counters were
positioned above and below the target to reduce triggers
&om inelastic interactions.
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scattering angles were measured to 0 = 2 mrad. These
errors were dominated by multiple Coulomb scattering.

Four scintillator hodoscopes were used to observe the
spectrometer track: PHOD upstream and TH1, TH2,
AHOD downstream. These were used in the fast trigger,
and TH1 set the event time.

Three large proportional chambers made up a side ar-
ray designed to track particles &om various elastic in-
teractions, or to track charged decay products &om un-
stable resonances. These chambers measured coordi-
nates (X, U, V) for proportional wire chaxnber 3 (PWC3),
(U, V) for PWC4, and (U, V) for PWC5. The U(V) wires
were strung at —29'(+29') froxn the vertical, and the X
wires were strung vertically. Chamber resolution for the
side arm was 0.08 cm, and track angles were measured
to within 4 mrad. Detector sizes and positions are given
in Table III.

x s

H 2 TARGET

PWC5

PWC4

3

FIG. 4. Detector apparatus for E838. Plan view (s) snd
elevation view through the center line of the spectrometer (b).
The scintillation counters include: s beam hodoscope (BH),
trigger hodoscopes (PHOD, TH1,TH2, AHOD, snd AHODO),
snd veto counters above snd below the hydrogen target (not
shown). There are wire chambers (DWC3, DWC4, DWC1,
snd DWC2) in the spectrometer snd in the side array (PWC3,
PWC4, snd PWC5). The liquid hydrogen target snd the side

array were fixed with respect to the beam, and the spectrom-
eter rotated horizontally about the target center. The tilt
table allowed vertical adjustments for the 48D48 bend angle.

Low momentum negative particles which did not com-
pletely traverse the magnet were deQected upward into
the A hodoscope, AHODO, mounted on the top inner
surface of the magnet (see Fig. 4). The hodoscope con-
sisted of six 199 cm long, 7.62 cm wide elements with
photomultipliers on both ends. Signals &om both photo-
tubes were latched and timed. The time difFerence &om
the photomultiplier tubes PMT's gave the position of the

along the spectrometer axis (z). We could infer the
z position to within 0 = 9.7 cm according to calibra-
tion studies. These positions enabled us to find particle
momenta to 5'%%uo. Downstream of the magnet, a pressur-
ized. threshold Cherenkov counter detected spectrometer
pions. A second, atmospheric, spectrometer Cherenkov
counter was used in E755, but not for the lower energy
experiment.

A series of four drift chamber modules aligned along
the spectrometer axis provided accurate tracking infor-
mation on particles traversing the spectrometer arm.
Adjacent planes were staggered by half a wire spacing.
Overall, the position resolution for the drift planes was
0.02 cm. The momentum resolution was o = 1% and

logger. For E838, the principal event trigger used
three requirements. The 6rst trigger stage required a
charged particle to traverse the spectrometer arm, fir-

ing at least one element in each of the four trigger ho-
doscopes, and was called a 4 out of 4, or 4 x 4. The second
and third trigger stages were designed to eliminate most
of the inclusive background by selecting events with a sta-
ble particle (ix, K, or p) passing through the spectrometer
above a minimum momentum. The second stage trigger
(HMAT) used two scintillator hodoscopes and, thus, had
excellent time resolution (10 nsec) and moderate momen-
tum resolution (Ap/p = 21%%uo); the third stage trigger
(DMAT) used latched wire hits from two drift chamber
modules and had moxnentum resolution 6p/p = 1l%% and
time resolution 150 nsec. In addition, the devices ob-
served the track at three spatial points (TH1/DWC1,
DWC2, TH2/AHOD) which further reduced the acci-
dental trigger rate &om multiple low momentum tracks
which could mimic one high momentum track. HMAT
consisted of a hardware matrix which compared observed
TH1 x TH2 hits within the 10 nsec coincidence window to
allowed TH1 x TH2 hit combinations, set to cover the de-
sired secondary momentum bite. DMAT consisted of four
matrices which allowed diferent momenta to be accepted
by the trigger for difFerent scattering angles, as defined by
AHOD, and for the A trigger. Observed DWC1 x DWC2
hits were compared with allowed combinations for wire
hits that were within the drift time window for each
chamber (DWC1: 75 nsec; DWC2: 150 nsec). The sam-
ple of events formed &om this trigger was independent of
the decay properties of the other final state particle. It
was this feature which allowed the simultaneous collec-
tion of so many reactions.

An additional trigger was used to find exclusive A

interactions. Detectable A decayed into high momen-
tum protons that traversed the spectrometer arm and
low momentum pions that were de8ected upward into
AHODO. The A trigger required a hit in AHODO in co-
incidence with a 4 x 4. A unique DMAT matrix was used,
corresponding to the expected proton momentum range.
AHOD was not used in the A trigger.

Data acquisition. The first level trigger (4 x 4) initi-
ated the digitization for TDC s and analogue-to-digital
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TABLE III. Detector sizes and positions. The x (y) planes measured horizontally (vertically);
the u and v measurements were along axes inclined +29' from horizontal. DWC's (PWC's) were
drift (proportional) wire chambers. PHOD, THl, TH2, AH, AHODO, were scintillation counter
hodoscopes. The analyzing magnet (48D48) center and AHODO center along the z axis are indi-
cated. The side arm chambers were 14 to the beam and the distances to the target are from the
target center, perpendicular to the chambers. PWC5 covered a range of scattering angles from 10
to 52' from the center of the target.

Device

DWC3
PHOD
DWC4
48D48

AHODO
DWC1

TH1
DWC2

TH2
AH

PWC3
PWC4
PWC5

Size (cm) Cell size

(* v) (cm)
Spectrometer arm (—27' from beam)

42x42 0.32
39x42 11.4(3,7.6(1)
61x83 0.32
46x 122 Aperture

46(x) x (199)(z) 7.6(z)
60x102 0.64
67x 102 12.7
81x102 1.27
91x173 10.2
92 x 193 30.5

Side arm (+10' to 52' I'rom beam)
0.32
0.32
0.32

123x90
164x 100
205 x161

Measuring
planes

»»Q~Q
u

»u&u

Z j Z

l V) V~ P
u

»»9) y
u
z

»'u) v

Distance to
target (cm)

140
180
269

c=432
c= 447

592
630
846
1224
1240

48
86
117

converters (ADC's), and generated a 2.5 psec local dead
time. The rate of this trigger was about 1000 Hz. The
second and third level triggers (HMAT x DMAT) either
initiated the read-out cycle (about 3 msec long) or can-
celed the trigger and cleared the digitizers. The 6nal
event rate with full beam was about 70 Hz, with about
20'%%uo dead time. The data consisted of latched hit infor-
mation (trigger type, beam and spectrometer Cherenkov
PMT's, hodoscope PMT's, side chamber wires), sealer
numbers (beam monitors, including dead time informa-
tion), TDC's (beam Cherenkov rings, hodoscopes, drift
chambers), and ADC's (spectrometer Cherenkov). A
PDP 11/60 computer with the MULTI data acquisition
system &om Fermilab was used to write the data to mag-
netic tape and to monitor the experiment. Runs were
taken with positive and negative beams, and with both
polarities of the spectrometer magnet, as well as target
exnpty data and calibration data with different trigger
conditions. The results given here are based on a 500
hour run in 1988.

Mack reconstruction. E838 software was designed to
look for one or two tracks in the spectrometer and up to
three tracks in the side arm. If there were enough hits to
reconstruct a spectrometer track through the magnet, all
possible combinations of two hits were made separately
for x hits, y hits downstream of the magnet, and y hits
upstream of the magnet. The x and y tracks with the
greatest number of hits were then combined. The spec-
trometer track was chosen on the basis of the greatest
number of hits and minimum y, with the requirexnent
that the two y tracks meet in the center of the mag-
net. Hits which were not used in the through track were
checked for a possible track upstream of the magnet. If

there were at least 2 unused x and 2 unused y hits, tracks
were found as in the through track reconstruction. The
reconstruction was done similarly in the side's u and v

planes. A minimum of one hit in each of four planes in
the side chamber was required to make a track.

ACCEPTANCE CALCULATION

Geometric acceptance, trigger and apparatus efficien-
cies, reconstruction efficiency, and the efficiency of kine-
rnatic cuts used in event selection are needed to obtain
cross sections &om the raw data. These were obtained
from the data and from a Monte Carlo simulation.

Trigger efficiency was measured &om data sets taken
with less restrictive triggers and &om simulation. Al-
though the drift matrix DMAT proved to be efFicient,
the hodoscope matrix was inefficient for high momen-
tum tracks. This bias in the trigger resulted in event
loss being both angle and incident beam dependent. Ex-
amination of special trigger runs (with HMAT disabled)
confirmed the scale of the error (about a 10'%%uo reduction
in the pp elastic sample). All Monte Carlo acceptance
calculations included the efFects of the hodoscope matrix
upon raw data selection.

Apparatus efficiencies were obtained &om the abun-
dant and overconstrained pp and vrp data. Hodoscope
efficiencies were )96%, as were drift plane efficiencies in
the magnet arm. Wire plane efficiencies in the side arm
were 90—98%.

Efficiencies for kinexnatic cuts used to select events
were measured using overconstrained data, as well as
by simulation. For exaxnple, pp elastics could be se-
lected without information &om the side array. Select-
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ing events based on Cherenkov identi6cation and missing
mass alone, a signal to background ratio of 12:1 was ob-
served for pp elastic events (6:1 for m p elastics). The ef-
ficiencies for kinematic cuts involving the side array were
determined by examining the pp and vr p signal sizes
before and after applying kinematic constraints. The re-
sults indicate that 32% 6 3% of elastic events failed to
satisfy basic event selection (coplanarity, opening angle,
and common event vertex within the target volume). The
error associated with this correction is dominated by un-
certainties in the missing mass background subtraction.
The inefficiency was due to insufficient redundancy in the
side array tracking, after taking into account wire plane
efficiencies and noise hits. This inefficiency did not de-
pend on angle.

A study of hits that were not used by the side re-
construction indicated a complicated correlation between
hits from different layers and the reconstructed track.
The consequences of this were sharply varied efficiencies
for events depending on the number of planes used in the
fit and the number of unused hits remaining after recon-
struction. Events in the pp mass peak with 7 of 7 side
planes used in the Bt, and with fewer than 2 unused hits
were 98% + 2% efficient at passing all kinematic cuts.
Events with 5 side hits used in the Gt and 2 or more un-
used side hits were only 38% 6 5% efffcient at passing all
kinematic cuts. A study indicated no significant angular
difference between the 7 hit high efficiency sample and
the total sample. Because of statistical limitations on
several of our measurements, we were unable to cut hard
on these parameters. We chose to exploit the large signal
to background ratio observed for pp and x p elastics to
measure the overall efficiency.

A Monte Carlo simulator was used to obtain the
event acceptance. Factors included in the simulation
were geometry, software simulation of the hodoscope
and drift chamber triggers, reconstruction algorithm effi-

ciency, wire plane efficiencies, multiple scattering, ran-
dom noise hits, target absorption, and particle decay.
Calculating the acceptance was accomplished by divid-
ing the number of events successfully reconstructed by

the total number of events generated.
Both isotropic decays and polarized decays were con-

sidered for the p, A, and A. Quoted systematic errors
include acceptance errors from lack of information on po-
larization.

Observed wire plane efficiencies were simulated by
eliminating hits at random such that the Monte Carlo
efficiencies matched the observed efficiencies. In addi-
tion, dead wires or regions of high hardware inefficiency
were included explicitly. Finally, noise hits were added to
the accumulated hit lists in an attempt to model spurious
noise. Hodoscope hits were recorded so that the Monte
Carlo stimulator could simulate the hodoscope trigger
HMAT. Similarly, drift chamber hits were used to model
the drift trigger DMAT.

Event reconstruction of simulated data used the same
software as the real data. This ensured that any sys-
tematic errors attributed to the reconstruction software
would be accounted for in the acceptance.

Figure 5 shows the pp elastic acceptance, as determined
by the Monte Carlo simulation.

EVENT ANALYSIS

We will discuss here the event selection, grouped by
similar selection criteria. The observed numbers of events
for each reaction and cross sections are given in the Ap-
pendix.

pp ~ pp, x+p ~ vr+p. These elastic events were se-
lected using missing mass, coplanarity, and opening an-
gle, along with a common event vertex in the target vol-
ume and the appropriate beam Cherenkov counter iden-
tification. The missing mass distribution for pp m p+ X
is shown in Fig. 6. Nearly 100000 pp elastics were se-
lected using opening angle and coplanarity cuts, with all
events within So of the proton mass included. Event con-
tamination was estimated at (0.1%. The high statistics
allowed a detailed measurement of the t dependence of
the pp elastic cross section near 90' c.m. , as presented
later in this paper.
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Figure 7(a) shows the opening angle plot for vr+p -+

(p or sr+)X and Fig. 7(b) shows the data where the spec-
trometer Cherenkov identified a x+. The vr+p ~ per+

(proton in spectrometer) and vr+p ~ 7r+p (sr+ in spec-
trorneter) are clearly identified. It can also be seen that
the spectrometer Cherenkov efficiency was high (91%),
and the fraction of false signals (p identified as 7r+) is
small (4'%%up). A precise measurement of the spectrome-
ter Cherenkov efficiency was determined &om m p elas-
tic events with the spectrometer magnet polarity set for
negatives (m in the spectrometer). Figure 8(a) shows
the missing mass for vr p ~ vr X and Fig. 8(b) shows

p ~ pX. For m p elastics, beam Cherenkov iden-
tification was not necessary, since the negative beam is
dominantly vr . In the case of Fig. 8(a), the spectrom-
eter polarity was reversed —a majority of the data was
taken with positives deflected downward. After selection
cuts we collected 8100 x+p elastics and 22400 vr p elas-
tics. The cross sections, binned in t, are given in the
Appendix.

K+p ~ K+p. For K+p elastics, the spectrometer
Cherenkov could not distinguish between protons or K+.
For our scattering angle range of 25.5 to 28.5' in the lab-
oratory, the range in t for the two cases overlapped: —t
= 4.2 to 4.8 (GeV/c)2 for K+p -+ K+p where the K+
was in the spectrometer, and t = 4.7 t—o 5.4 (GeV/c)2
for K+p —+ pK+. Candidate events were accepted if
they satisfied (pK) or (Kp) elastic kinematics, and miss-

ing mass calculations assumed (pK) (proton in spec-
troxneter). The missing mass squared shift for misiden-
tified (Kp) events was 0.05 GeV2. Figure 9(a) shows
the K+@ -+ pX missing mass distribution. 88 events
were observed, with an expected background of 8 events
&om mostly vr+p elastics. The cross-section calculation
assumed that we observed the sum of (pK) and (Kp)
events.

For K p elastics, the spectrometer particle is unam-

biguous; however, the contamination &om vr p elastic
accidental background is larger. Figure 9(b) shows the
K p —+ pX missing mass distribution for a tight tim-
ing cut on the beain Cherenkov rings; Fig. 9(c) shows
the TDC distribution for one kaon ring for K p elastics
with a looser timing cut. The K p elastics have the cor-
rect event time for the kaon rings, and the out-of-time
data are &om vr p elastic events with an accidental kaon
in the beam. The background &om vr p elastics in the
event window can be estimated directly &om the tim-

ing plot. With the final cuts, we identified 22 6 7 K p
elastic events.

pp —+ pp, x+m, K+K . An antiproton in the beam
was identi6ed as a positive signal &om the proton beam
Cherenkov ring, and no in-time signal &om the pion ring.
About l%%uo of the negative beam consisted of antiprotons.
Figure 10(a) shows the missing mass for pp ~ pX, and
Fig. 10(b) shows pp ~ pX for runs with negative spec-
trometer polarity. We observe 148 events, with an esti-
mated (2% background. We note we were only able to
set an upper limit on this reaction at 9.9 GeV/c.

We show in Fig. 11(a) the missing mass for events
with a sr+ in the spectrometer Cherenkov, pp ~ a+X,
and in Fig. 11(b) for the spectrometer Cherenkov in pion
veto (p or K+), pp ~ K+X. Because of the very large
center-of-mass momentum of the two-body 6nal states,
the pp —+ x+x and K+K reactions are clearly sepa-
rated &om any background. We observe 6 and 2 events,
respectively. The trigger for these high momentum reac-
tions was not efficient, so the acceptance was much lower
than for elastics.

In addition to the eight reactions discussed above,
twelve interactions were also measured which included
6nal state particles with short lifetimes. The reactions
listed in Table I with p, 6, K', Z, A, or K 6nal states
could not generally be selected using coplanarity or open-
ing angle. Backgrounds were more difficult to determine
in these reactions. In order to make a quantitative mea-
surement, backgrounds needed to be parametrized and
subtracted. Acceptance of charged decay products in the
side array was complicated by the possibility that the p
and 6 resonances did not decay isotropically. Despite
these complications, the reaction signatures were clear
and distinct.

+++p ~ p+ p+. The first resonance to be considered,
the p(772), was measured in both positive and negative
data. Basic event selection required pion identification in
the beam (for positive data only), the absence of a pion
Cherenkov signal from the spectrometer counter, a single
track in the side array &om p+ -+ vr+vr decay, and an
event vertex within the target volume.

Plots of the missing mass squared (Fig. 12) reveal a
large elastic peak near zero mass, corresponding to mp
elastics. The mass squared distributions also clearly in-
dicate a large excess of events around the p mass in both
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ter Cherenkov identification and shows peaks
corresponding to whether a proton or a pion
traversed the spectrometer. (b) displays the
same distribution with sr+ identification.
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the positive and negative data. Determining the size of
the signal required a parametrization of the mass distri-
bution. The p signal shape was determined ft.om Monte
Carlo studies, while the elastic signal shape was deter-
mined &om data. The inclusive background was modeled
separately by two polynomial functions of the form

f(x) = kg + k2(z —ks) + ks(x —ks)"'

f(x) = k, +k, (x-m')+k, (~-m'. )'
+k4(z —m2) s,

where k were fitting parameters and z corresponded to
the value of the square of the missing mass. The fit qual-
ity for the entire mass spectrum (elastic peak, p reso-
nance, and background function) averaged over 14 sepa-
rate plots was y2/NDF = 1.15. The observed signal sizes
were not dependent upon the form of the background
function. Also note that a shoulder appeared in the pos-
itive data around a mass squared of 1.7 GeV2. This cor-
responds to the a2(1320) meson. The proximity of the
signal to the edge of the trigger acceptance precluded an
accurate measurement of the a2 meson cross section, al-
though it appears that the exclusive reaction m+p ~ pa&
is not greatly suppressed.

Acceptance values were derived from Monte Carlo sim-
ulations. A large number of events of the form vr+p -+
p+p were generated, with the p meson decaying into a
m+vr pair. The most important factor in the calcula-
tion was experimental geometry. Complicating the ac-
ceptance process was the observed nonisotropic decay dis-
tribution of the p meson. Previous measurements at 9.9
GeV/c [16] and preliminary studies at 5.9 GeV/c (see C.
White, Ph.D. thesis, University of Minnesota, 1990) in-
dicate p decay structure. One Monte Carlo parametriza-
tion assumed complete polarization of the p meson, while
a second assumed an isotropic decay distribution. Ac-
ceptance values were calculated for both, with the ac-
ceptance for polarized decays being 10% larger than for
isotropic decays. The experimental acceptance was cho-
sen to be the average between the two values with an
error equal to half the difFerence between them.

Contamination of the p signal occurred through two
primary channels, pp elastics and pion induced 4 pro-
duction, vrp -+ mL. Containing and estimating the A
contamination relied upon pion identification with the
spectrometer Cherenkov counter. Final background es-
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FIG. 12. Missing mass squared distribution for (a) the
reaction m+p —+ pX in which the structures corresponding
to x+, p+ and a possible a2 are seen. A similar plot for

JI ~ pX is given in (b).

timates were 180 events in the negative and 80 events
in the positive rho data samples. The elimination of pp
elastics was accomplished by making a combined cut on
opening angle and coplanarity. Any event with an open-
ing angle within 12 mrad of the value expected for pp
elastics and having a coplanarity between —0.016 and
0.016 was removed. Fewer than 100 pp elastic events re-
mained following this suppression. Reduction in the p
acceptance was modeled by the Monte Carlo simulation,
and was found to be less than 1%.

In total, approximately 6000 x+p -+ pp+ and 20000
p ~ pp events were observed. Cross sections, binned

in t, are given in the Appendix.

z' y ~ z+ + 4, n'+p ~ z+ + 4+. The analysis
for these reactions mirrored that used on the p, except
that 6 event selection demanded a spectrometer pion
Cherenkov identification. The missing mass squared dis-
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0.5

tribution for the reaction vr + p -+ x+ + X is shown in
Fig. 13. The 4 peak is evident, and the lower mass
peak is &om vr p elastic events where the spectrometer
proton was misidentified as a pion. A fit including back-
ground (as for the p fits) gave 5810 z p -+ 7r+6 events
with X /NDp 0.9. Results for cross sections for four
scattering angles are given in the Appendix.

For the 6+ we also used a maximum opening angle
cut for the 4+ —+ gnro decay, ignoring 4+ -+ vr+n decays
which have a large opening angle and poor acceptance.
The 6+ direction is determined from the beam and spec-
trometer momenta, and the charged daughter track is
observed in the side chambers. The uncertainty in the
6+ angle was 12 mrad and the uncertainty in the decay
angle was 13 mrad. The maximum decay opening angle
is 90 mrad for this energy. Figure 14(a) shows the miss-
ing mass squared distribution for "standard" cuts, and
Fig. 14(b) shows the distribution after the decay opening
angle cut ((150 mrad) is applied, along with elastic sup-
pression c'utting on opening angle and coplanarity. The
fit gave 1540 z+p -+ vr+Ini, + events with X /NDp = 28/28.

The same analysis was used for m p ~ ~ 6+ event
selection. The missing mass plot, after elastic suppres-
sion and the decay angle cut, is shown in Fig. 14(c). A fit
to the missing mass distribution without the tight decay
angle cut gave 1200 events with X /NDp = 24/20.

As with the p, the 6 decay distribution may not be
isotropic. Several Monte Carlo runs simulated the ob-
served decay distribution as well as an isotropic distribu-
tion. The general geometric acceptance was calculated
as before with the decay angle cut applied after recon-
struction. The difference in the acceptance between the
polarized and isotropic decay modes is small (less than
5'%%uo).

K+p w pK'+, K+p w K+5+. Separation of these
reactions is complicated by our inability to distinguish
between protons and kaons in the spectrometer. The
missing mass squared distributions for the two reactions
di8er by only 0.07 GeV2, if the K+ is misidentified as
a proton. The distribution for K+@ ~ px is shown in
Fig. 15. The events in the peak labeled "K'" can in-
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FIG. 16. Missing mass squared plot defined by K p +

pX . The shoulder at 0.8 GeV indicates the reaction
K pmpK'

K p ~ vr Z+, K p —+ x+2 . Z reactions were iden-
tified using standard particle identification (K in beam,

elude both K* and 6 reactions. We have used the decay
angles to separate the reactions. Our side chambers ac-
cept mainly the decays K'+ ~ K+vr and 6+ ~ px .
The maximum opening angle for the proton &om the 6
is 0.09 rad; for the K+ this maximum angle is 0.14 rad.
Our resolution for this angle is 0.013 rad. We observed
36 events with the decay opening angle 0.11 ( g ( 0.15,
which selects mainly K'+ events. We observed 39 events
for 0 ( Q ( 0.11, which selects both K*+ and b, + events.
We had approximately equal acceptance for the K*+ in
both opening angle regions. The 6+ acceptance is four
times larger for g ( 0.13. We observe roughly equal
numbers of events in the two regions. Therefore, we find
that the data are consistent with a K*+ signal and no
6+ signal. The acceptance did not depend strongly on
whether the decay was polarized or not. Cross sections
are given in the Appendix.

K p —+ pK* . Without the complexities seen in
K*+ production, K p ~ pK' was easily identified.
The shoulder in the missing mass squared plot for
K p ~ pX' data (Fig. 16) implies a small but measur-
able K* signal. The fitting process gave 35+zo events
with y /NDF = 0.8. Eleven contaminating m p ~ p p
events were subtracted.

vr in spectrometer) and spectrometer scattering angle re-
quirements, with additional cuts on the side track de-
manding consistency with the Z+ —+ gnr or Z —+ nor

kinematics. For the Z+, the proton decay mode was used,
requiring a decay angle g ( 0.12 rad, and the distance
of closest approach between the side track and the spec-
trometer track had to be consistent with resolution (d (3
mm in xz, and (35 mm in y). Figure 17(a) shows the
missing mass squared distribution for K p ~ x X, with
"standard" selection; Fig. 17(b) shows the distribution
with the additional requirements on the side track. A
clear K p ~ m Z+ signal is observed. We estimate that
about one misidentified vrp elastic event is expected near
1.05 GeV2. We have assumed the background shape to
be the same as for other reactions, and estimate a 1+1
event background in the 9 event Z+ peak.

Figure 18 shows the missing mass squared distribu-
tion for K p —+ vr+X, with the standard cuts described
above. An excess of events is observed around the Z
mass as indicated. We have studied the kinematics of
the observed tracks for this mass region, and the events
are consistent with a wide angle Z ~ nor decay. We do
not have sufBcient resolution to separate the interaction
vertex and the decay vertex. We estimate a background
of four events in the nine event peak.

p —+ AK, K p ~ A~ . The decay length for a
A is comparatively short, and virtually all A's decay be-
tween the target and the first trigger hodoscope, PHOD.
We looked for reactions where the A decayed to charged
particles, A ~ pm . The signature for these reactions
required two tracks in the upstream region of the spec-
troxneter, one downstream high momentum track (the
proton), and one track which curled upward in the spec-
troxneter magnet and hit the A hodoscope (the vr ). The
side topology required no tracks in the side arm, consis-
tent with Kg —+ x m, KL„or vr -+ pp; or two tracks in
the side arm, consistent with K~ —+ vr+x

Tight cuts on track quality eliminated most of the
background in the distribution of the effective mass of
A candidates. Histograms are shown for both the Monte
Carlo and the vr beam data in Fig. 19. A clear peak
is seen in the data with a width and mean comparable
to that of the Monte Carlo data, although the shape of
the background under the peak is not well known. There
were approximately 200 events within the peak at the A
mass squared for the ~ beam data. There were only 3
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ground for comparison with the final data sample, shown
in Fig. 20(c), which was additionally cut on zero or two
tracks in the side arm. This plot is consistent with the
background shown by Fig. 20(b). Therefore, we have set
an upper limit for this reaction. Prom the Monte Carlo
simulation we define a missing mass squared window of
—O.l to 0.5 GeV for the m p —+ AK reaction. The frac-
tion of background events in this window in Fig. 20(b),
compared to the mass region from 0.5 to 1.0 GeV, was
38%. From this, we estimate a background in the —0.1 to
0.5 GeV window in Fig. 20(c) of 5 events. We observe 5

FIG. 18. Missing mass squared for K p ~ m+X events.
Minimal selection cuts have been applied to these events.

events within the A mass region for the K beam data.
The magnitude of the daughter x momentum used

in the calculation of the missing mass of the recoil parti-
cle was derived &om the true A mass and the measured
daughter proton momentum. Histograms of missing mass
squared for vr beam events are shown in Fig. 20. Figure
20(a) is a histogram of the missing xnass &oxn the Monte
Carlo data. Figure 20(b) has cuts imposed to extract
A' s, including a A mass cut. This plot is dominated by
background, and was used to find the shape of the back-
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FIG. 19. Effective mass of the A. (a) The effective mass
of the A from Monte Carlo simulation of A —+ vr p events. (b)
The effective mass of the A is shown for A —+ vr p candidates.

FIG. 20. Missing mass squared for m p ~ AX. The K
peak for m p ~ AK was expected to be between —0.1 and
—0.5 GeV according to the Monte Carlo simulation shown

in (a). (b) shows missing mass squared for all A's and is

background dominated. (c) shows missing mass squared for
A's in exclusive events for —5.3 ( t ( —4.5 (GeV/c)
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TABLE IV. Cross sections at 90 degrees and 5.9 GeV/c incident beam momentum. Reaction
number refers to Fig. 27. The values represent interpolations where the range spans 90'.

Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Reaction
p ~ pal

7r p m p7r
K+p —+ pK+
K pwpK

vr p-+ pp
m pMpp

K+p + pK'+
K pm pK'
K p —+n Z+
K p-+ x+2
K pm A7r

x pmAK
m+p ~ sr+a+
m. p~x a+
~-p -+ ~+a-

K+p ~ K+a+
pp~ pp
pp ~ pp

ppM 7l

pp ~ K+K

Cross section [nb j(GeV jc) ]
132 + 10
73+5

219 + 30
18+6

214 + 30
99+13

291 + 47 —130
15+ 10 —13

50+21
4+3( 80
&5

45+10
20+11
24+ 5( 230

3300 + 40
75 + 8
7+3
2+2

events in this region, consistent with background. There
were no K beam events within the x missing mass
squared region.

The upper limit we obtained for the cross section for

p —+ AK was based on the observation of 5 events
with a background of 5 events. For a Poisson distribu-
tion, the number of events for a 90% confidence limit is
5.0 events. This gives an upper limit for t between —5.3
and —4.5 (GeV/c)2 of 5 nb/(GeV/c) . The upper limit
for K p -+ Am was based on the 90% confidence level of
2.3 events for a Poisson distribution if no events are seen.
The upper limit for this reaction was 80 nb/(GeV/c) 2 for
t between —5.5 to —4.8 (GeV/c)2.

All the cross sections are given in the Appendix, along
with an example calculation. The systematic errors
shown in the Appendix include an uncertainty in beam
normalization (10%), obtained by comparing di8'erent
monitors, and an estimate of the error in determining
the acceptance, which depends on the particular reac-
tion. The beam momentum is uncertain to 1'%%up. Because
of the strong energy dependence of these cross sections,
this uncertainty introduces 8% overall normalization er-
ror when comparing results from different experiments.
In Table IV we give the cross-section values at 90 c.m.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this section we discuss the results and present con-
clusions from this experimental program. Numerical val-
ues for the cross sections are presented in the Appendix.
First we present the angular dependence for Gve of the
cross sections near 90 c.m. Next, we compare the 5.9
GeV/c data presented here to our previous 9.9 GeV/c
data, testing scaling both for elastics and quasielastic re-
actions. Finally, our major goal has been to study the

dynamics of large angle exclusive scattering. We present
the results for a large number of reactions near 90' c.m.
By comparing different reactions, we can study the rela-
tive importance of different reaction mechanisms.

Angular distributions and comparison
to other experiments

In this section we present the angular distributions for
the reactions for which there are a sufficient number of
events for more than one bin. These include the three
elastic reactions, pp, m+p, and p production: x+p ~ p+p.
We also take this opportunity to compare to data &om
some other elastic experiments in the same kinematic re-
gion.

In Fig. 21 we display the pp elastic data from this
experiment. In addition to the statistical errors shown
in the plot, there is an overall normalization error of
13'%. Since the pp elastic cross section is symmetric
about 8, = 90', we have overlapping points &om pro-
tons which enter the spectrometer arm forward and back-
ward of 0, = 90 . The agreement within statistical
errors between the two sets of cross sections indicates
that the detection efficiency is symmetric to better than
4%. The curve drawn through the data is of the form,
a + c[t —t(90')]2. The probability of this fit is less than
1'%%up, indicating that another structure or some residual
systematic efFect might be present.

In Fig. 22 we plot again our pp elastic data along
with the angular distribution of Jenkins et al. [10] and
the 8, = 90' point of Akerlof et al. [21]. The beam
momenta of both of these experiments was 5.9 GeV/c.
When the stated systematic errors of 13, 10, and 9'%%up are
included, the three experiments are in good agreement.

The 7r p elastic cross section is displayed in Fig. 23.
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FIG. 21. The differential cross section for pp elastic scat-
tering. Data points are included for events with the spec-
trometer particle forward or backward of the symmetric 90'
point. The 6tted curve is described in the text.
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FIG. 23. The differential cross sections are plotted for the

reactions vr p elastic and x p ~ pp . The arrow shows the
90' point for vr p elastic scattering. The corresponding point
for p production is 4.81 (GeV/c)

There are events for which the x is in the magnetic spec-
trometer, and events with the proton in the spectrometer.
There is good agreement between the two data sets. The
cross section shows a minimum very near the momentum
transfer corresponding to 8, = 90'. A quadratic fit to
the data also indicates this well defined minimum.

The reaction x p ~ p p has a considerably diferent

behavior. The cross section shows a steady rise with
momentum transfer (or is Hat) in this angular range, as
shown in Fig. 23.

There are two other data sets for vr p elastic scatter-
ing at an incident momentum of 5.9 GeV/c as shown in
Fig. 24. Within the normalization errors, both experi-
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FIG. 22. The results of Jenkins et al. [10] and Akerlof et
at. [21] for pp elastic scattering are compared to the results
from this experiment.

FIG. 24. Results from this experiment on vr p elastic scat-
tering are compared to Owen et al. [22] and Jenkins et ol.

[10]. All of these experiments had an incident momentum of
5.9 GeV/c.
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ments are in agreement with ours. The measurements of
Jenkins et al. show the same minimum as this experi-
ment. The cross sections of Owen et aL [22], however,
fall monotonically with increasing momentum transfer.

The shape of the a+p elastic differential cross section
is very similar to that of the 7r p elastics as shown in Fig.
25. The minimum is slightly lower (0.2) in momentum
transfer. Within the statistical errors, the differential
cross sections measured by Jenkins et al. [10] at the
same momentum are in agreement.

The p+ production reaction is consistent with a Hat
distribution considerably larger than the x+p minimum,
as shown in Fig. 25.

Scaling. Most models of exclusive reactions at large
momentum transfers predict a de6nite scaling behavior.
That is, at a 6xed c.m. angle, the cross section should fall
like a power of s. For PQCD, the power is —8 for meson-
baryon reactions and —10 for baryon-baryon reactions.
For pp and mp elastic scattering, these PQCD scaling
relations are nearly satis6ed for incident momenta above
5 GeV/c, but there are oscillations of up to a factor of 2
about the scaling curve [23].

The results &om E755 at 9.9 GeV/c can be compared
to the results of this experiment at 5.9 GeV/c to deter-
mine the energy dependence for eight meson-baryon and
two baryon-baryon exclusive reactions. The same appa-
ratus was used for both E755 and E838 so that when
comparing ratios the systematic errors are minimized.

In order to satisfy the scaling relation exactly, the
center-of-mass angle must be 6xed between the two data
sets. Whenever possible, the data points used for scaling
were taken at 90 c.m. However, the variation of the cross
sections about 90' is small, such that the small variations
in 8, between the experiments produced systematic er-
rors smaller than the statistical errors.

The results are tabulated in Table V and plotted in
Fig. 26. While the ratios of the reactions do not agree
perfectly with the expected scaling relation, they are all
within one power of s except for reaction 15. The over-
all pattern as shown in Fig. 26 is remarkably consistent.
This level of consistency is about what is expected at
these moderately low momenta. Reaction 15 shows other
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anomalies as explained elsewhere in the text.
We conclude that the scaling relations for all reactions

except vr p ~ vv+6, are as good as those seen in pp
and m. p elastic scattering. This indicates that nearly all
exclusive reactions have entered a scaling region by 5.9
GeV/c.

We have also compared the A results with lower energy
data, using s s scaling, although the lower energy results
are not in the scaling region. Loverre et al. [18] measured
vr p m AKo at 3.95 GeV/c and Bachman et al. [19] at
3.15 GeV/c, both at 90' c.xn. The Loverre result scales
to 22+7 nb/(GeV/c)~ and the Bachman result scales to
19+8 nb/(GeV/c)s; our upper limit is 5 nb/(GeV/c)z.
Marzano et al. [20] xneasured K p -+ Amo at 4.2 GeV/c,
90' c.m. , and their result scales to 76+18 nb/(GeV/c),
compared with our upper limit of 80 nb/(GeV/c)s.
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FIG. 25. The differential cross sections for ~+p elastic
scattering and the reaction x+p —+ pp+ are plotted. The
fitted curves are discussed in the text.

TABLE V. The scaling between E755 and E838 has been measured for eight meson-baryon and
2 baryon-baryon interactions at e, = 90'. The nominal beam momentum was 5.9 GeV/c and 9.9
GeV/c for E838 and E755, respectively. There is also an overall systematic error of An, „,q ——+0.3
from systematic errors of +13% for E838 and +9% for E755.

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
13
15
17
18

Interaction
7f' p M pal

7r pm p7r
K+p + pK+
K pwpK

p-+ pp
7l pMpp

m+p ~ ~+a+
~-p ~ ~+a-

pp~ pp
ppm pp

E838
132 + 10
73+5

219 + 30
18+6

214 + 30
99+ 13
45 + 10
24+ 5

3300 + 40
75+8

E755
4.6 + 0.3
1.7 6 0.2
3.4 + 1.4
0.9 + 0.9
3.4 + 0.7
1.3 6 0.6
2.0 + 0.6

& 0.12
48 + 5( 2.1

Cross section n-2

(
do 1/ ra —2)

6.7 + 0.2
7.5 10.3
8 3+0.6—1.0
& 3.9

8.3 + 0.5
8.7 6 1.0
6.2 + 0.8

& 10.1
9.1 + 0.2

& 7.5
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The reactions K+p —+ K'+p can also be used to com-

pare quark interchange with annihilation. The K+p re-
action may proceed via quark interchange, and K p via
only annihilation. Gluon exchange cannot contribute to
either reaction. We observe R(K p -+ K p/K+p ~
K'+p) = 0.05 + 0.04. These are the first measurements
of these reactions in the scaling region.

For the Z reactions, an 8-quark interchange can me-
diate K p -+ x Z, and only a combination of inter-
change and annihilation contribute to K p ~ x+2
We observe the ratio R(K p -+ x+2 /K p -+ m Z+)
= 0.08 + 0.07. This is also the 6rst measurement of these
reactions in the scaling region.

The pp —+ sr+sr and ~ K+K reactions can be com-
pared to x+p and K+p elastic reactions, respectively.
Quark interchange cannot contribute to the pp reactions.
We observe R(pp ~ z+z /m+p -+ vr+p) = 0.05 6 0.02
and R(Pp ~ K+K /K+p w K+p) = 0.01 + 0.01.
Again, these reaction cross sections agree well with quark
interchange dominance.

It is interesting to compare the m'p -+ vrA reac-
tions. The reaction m p —+ ++4 has only a combined
quark interchange and annihilation contribution. The
observed cross section is small, similar to K p elastics
and K p ~ K* p which do not have a quark interchange
contribution. However, the reactions x+p ~ sr+6+ and
vr p m x 4+ have allowed quark interchange contribu-
tions, and both cross sections are also small. If we con6ne
ourselves to quark interchange amplitudes, and assume
that the two chirality amplitudes for quark interchange
are the same sign and size (this can be deduced from the
z+p/m p elastic ratio, if quark interchange is dominant),
the chirality amplitudes partially cancel in the case of
m'+p -+ m+6+, and completely cancel for vr p -+ vr 6+.
These cancellations result from the b,+ SU(6) wave func-
tion. We observe R(m+p m sr+6+/a p ~ vr+b, ) = 1.9
+ 0.6 and R(7r p ~ z b+/m p ~ z'+6 ) = 0.8 +
0.5. These are in good qualitative agreement with dom-
inance of quark interchange. These reactions have not
been measured before in the scaling region.

For the A reactions, the measured upper limits do not
contradict dominance of quark interchange. The K p -+
Avr reaction, which may proceed by 8-quark interchange,
has an upper limit comparable to K p —+ m Z+ where
8-quark interchange is also allowed. The vr p w AK
reaction has annihilation and combination (quark inter-
change and annihilation, Fig. 1) amplitudes. The up-
per limit for this reaction is comparable to the measured
K p ~ vr+Z cross section, which has only combination
amplitudes.

One can, in addition to these comparisons, attempt
to test Farrar's expansion of the scattering amplitudes
into valence quark scattering amplitudes. This can be
done to a certain extent (see theses by C. White and R.
Appel), but normalization between meson wave functions
is required, and the result is inconclusive.

Another regularity in the cross sections which is ev-
ident &om Fig. 27 is that vector meson production at
90 is generally larger than the corresponding elastic re-
action by about 30%: (n+p ~ pp+)/(m+p elastic)
1.6 6 0.3, (7r p ~ pp )/(n p elastic) = 1.4 6 0.2,

(K+p ~ pK'+)/(K+p elastic) = 1.3+&'s, and (K p ~
pK' )/(K p elastic) = 0.8+o s. We also remark
that 90' 6 production, when compared to elastics,
has similar ratios for the two charge signs: (m+p
z.+b,+)/(vr+p elastic) = 0.34 + 0.08 and (z p
vr b,+)/(vr p elastic) = 0.27 + 0.15.

The present results appear to support the approach
involving classes of valence quark scattering amplitudes,
in that a simple mechanism, the dominance of quark in-

terchange, gives a consistent picture over a large number
of exclusive reactions. The applicability of PQCD or of
another model would be much clearer if and when predic-
tions of cross sections and the relative strength of quark
interchange diagrams become available.

SUMMARY

In summary, we have measured a large number of ex-
clusive reactions of varying charge, Qavor, and spin for an
incident momentum of 5.9 GeV/c. These reactions allow
a rather detailed study of quark Bow in high momen-
tum transfer interactions (something which is difficult to
do in inclusive reactions). The applicability of perturba-
tive QCD for 90' exclusive reactions has not been firmly
established in the 6 to 10 GeV/c region. Considering
the relatively low energy of these experiments, the data
show a surprising consistency with the PQCD approach.
The dominance of valance quark scattering is indicated
by the agreement with the dimensional scaling for all but
one of the reactions studied. Previous color transparency
measurements (BNL E834) give strong evidence for the
minihadrons implied by the PQCD approach. Future ex-
periments with the EVA detector (BNL E850) will study
this phenomenon in more detail and at higher momenta.
The most striking feature of this data, which had been
previously noted at 10 GeV/c, is the dominance of the
reactions with quark interchange. This enables us to pre-
dict which cross sections will be large, and should lead to
a rather simple picture when more complete calculations
have been done.
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APPENDIX A

In this appendix we list the numerical values for the 20 different differential cross sections measured in this experi-
ment.

The measurement of the differential cross section can be expressed by the following equation:

der (No. of events) 1 1
x corrections .

dt ( Beam Flux J (pH, l)/mH V«, 4t
The first term represents the number of observed events divided by the total number of beam particles on target. The
second term, constant for all reactions, determines the density of scattering centers per unit area for the target, where

pH, is the density of liquid hydrogen, l equals the length of the target, and mH is the mass of the hydrogen atom.

pH, = .0708 g/cm, l = 99.0 cm, and mH = 1.673 x 10 g

so

[(pH, l)/mHj = 4.19 x 10 cm = 4.19 barns

V „refers to the acceptance value determined by the Monte Carlo, and At equals the size of the t bin. The correction
terms include selection and identification eKciencies, loss due to absorption of final-state particles in the apparatus,
and hardware eKciencies. As an example, we have listed the terms used in the calculation of the differential cross
section for the interaction vr+p ~ p+p:

Event parameters:

w

5.89 6 0.05 GeV/c
11.96 (GeV/c)
3.46 (GeV/c)

Pions on target

Experimental range

&e,

1.09 x 10' 6 0.07 x 10'
—0.12 ( cos(8, ) & .09

4.78 (GeV/c)

Corrections:

Absorption
1.14 + 0.03

Hardware
1.15 + 0.03

Recon
1.19 + 0.03

Kin. cuts
1.43 6 0.06

orb ID Eff.
1.41 6 0.02

vr, p ID Eff.
1.04 + 0.01

Experimental numbers:

Scat. angle

24.5-25.3
25.3-26.1
26.1-26.9
26.9-27.7
27.7-28.5
28.5-29.3

t (momentum transfer)

-5.15 + 0.18 (GeV/c)
-4.97 + 0.17
-4.80 + 0.17
-4.63 + 0.17
-4.47 + 0.16
-4.30 + 0.16

Acceptance

0.0139 + 0.0008
0.0198 + .0009
0.0231 + 0.0011
0.0231 + 0.0010
0.0201 + 0.0008
0.0135 + 0.0008

der/dt

210 + 10
233 + 10
231 + 10
187 + 10
215 + 10
206 + 10

nb

The measured cross sections follow, with the reaction number used in the text indicated. All of these cross sections
are quoted at an incident momentum of 5.9 GeV/c. Whenever there are sufficient events, we have given the values

for several bins near 90 in the center of mass. The four-momentum transfer squared, p, is defined in the standar
way- For meson-baryon reactions, it is the difference of the fnal state and initial state meson momenta For pp
elastics, t is defined only for scattering angles ( 90 . For pp reactions, t is the difference between the final and initial
state p momenta for elastics, and is the difference between the negatively charged final state meson and the initial

p momenta for pp m vr+7t. and pp m %+K . For the pp and 7tp elastic scattering data there are overlapping sets
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of data depending on which particle is measured in the spectrometer. The error on the momentum transfer reBects
the size of the bin, not its uncertainty. The error on the number of events is either its statistical error for elastic
reactions or 6tting error for inelastic reactions. Both the statistical and individual systematic errors are given for the
differential cross sections. All difFerential cross sections are listed in nanobarns/(GeV/c)2.

t (G—eV/c)
4.045 + 0.123
4.168 + 0.121
4.288 + 0.119
4.407 6 0.117
4.524 + 0.115
4.640 + 0.113
4.673 + 0.127
4.753 + 0.112

No. events
413 + 25
605 + 30
575 + 25
624 6 30
525 6 25
480 6 25
353 6 2D

361 + 20

1: ~+ + p m p + 7r+

do/(tt. t (G—eV/c)
213 + 13 + 28 4.800 1 0.127
204 + 10 + 27 4.865 6 0.110
167+8+17 4.929 + 0.129
157 + 8 + 15 5.060 + 0.131
133j 7 6 14 5.193 6 0.133
132 + 7 + 12 5.328 + 0.135
129 + 8 + 1? 5.466 6 0.137
114 + 7 6 12 5.605 + 0.138

No. events
415 + 25
290 + 20
603 + 30
620 + 30
672 6 30
650 6 30
565 + 25
380 + 20

do./dt
108 + 7 + 14
130 + 9 + 10
137 + 7 + 18
130 6 7 + 17
141 + 7 6 18
158 + 8 6 21
164 6 8 + 21

179 + 10 6 23

t (GeV—/c)
4.010 6 0.120
4.130 + 0.119
4.249 + 0.118
4.367 + 0.116
4.482 + 0.114
4.565 + 0.083
4.596 + 0.112
4.648 6 0.083
4.709 + 0.110
4.731 6 0.084
4.816 + 0.085

t (GeV—/c)
4.76 + 0.48

t (GeV/c)—
—5.15 + 0.18
—4.97 + 0.17
—4.80 + 0.17
—4.63 + 0.17
—4.47 + 0.16
—4.30 + 0.16

No. events
590 + 25
687 6 30
660 6 30
620 + 3D

575 + 25
790 1 30
460 6 25
1100+ 35
357 + 20
1250+ 40
1360+ 40

3: K+ i p m p+ K+
No. events

80 + 10

5: m++pMp+p+
No. events
740 + 100
1140+ 150
1295+ 150
1025+ 150
1000+ 130
630 + 100

2: 7r

do/dt
197 + 9 +26
158 + 7 + 21
132 6 6 + 17
115 6 6 6 15
109 + 5 +14
98 + 4 1 13
95 + 6 6 12
86 6 3 + 11
90 6 6 1- 12
74 + 3 + 10
71 6 3 6 9

do/dt
219 + 27 + 28

do/dt
210 6 28k 29
233 6 31+ 29
231 6 27k 28
187 + 27+ 22
215 6 28+ 28
206 + 33+ 29

+pm p+x
t (GeV—/c)

4.819 + 0.108
4.901 6 0.086
4.988 + 0.087
5.075 + 0.087
5.163 + 0.088
5.252 + 0.089
5.342 6 0.090
5.433 6 D.091
5.524 + 0.091
5.617 + 0.092

t (GeV/c)—
5.03 + 1.04

t (GeV/c)—
—5.16 + 0.15
—5.01 6 0.13
—4.88 + 0.13
—4.75 6 0.13
—4.62 6 0.12
—4.50 6 0.12
—4.38 + 0.12
—4.24 + 0.14

No. events
195 + 15
1640 6 45
1640 6 45
1699 + 45
1715 6 45
1680 6 45
1670 + 45
1580 6 45
1250 + 40
906 6 35

4: K yp~ pyK
No. events

22 6?
6: m +p-+p+p

No. events
2475+ 300
3050+ 200
2875+ 200
2950+ 175
2630+ 150
2450+ 150
1900+ 175
1525+ 150

d(J/dt
74+6+10
78 + 3 + 10
74+3+10
75 + 3 + 10
75 1 3 + 10
81 + 3 + 11
86 6 3 6 11
91 + 3 6 12
96 + 3 6 12
109 1 4 + 14

da/dt
18 + 6 + 2

do/dt
113 + 14 + 16
118 6 8 6 15
97 + 7 + 12
94 + 6 + 11
83 6 5 + 10
88 6 6 + 11
80 + 8 + 10
82 6 8 + 11

t (GeV/c)—
—4.69 + 1.20

t (GeV/c)—
—4.15 + 0.95

t (GeV/c)—
—515+035

t (GeV/c)—
—4.20 + 1.06

t (GeV/c)—
—4.15 + 1.05

7: K+ gp~ p+K +

No. events

154+,",
9: K +pm' +Z+

No. events

8+8
11. K ~pm A~sr

No. events

2.8

13: ~+ ~p~m-+ ~a+
No. events

1500+sso
14: m +p-+m +E+

No. events

1000+40s

291+" +44
II

d(r/dt

( 80 90%

51+,"+7

t (GeV/c)—
—4.66 + 1.19

t (GeV/c)'—
—4.15 6 0.95

t (GeV/c)'—
—4.9 + 0.4

t (GeV/c)—
—3.84 + 0.23
—4.06 + 0.22
—4.28 + 0.21
—4.49 + 0.21

8: K +pmp+K
! No. events

!
S5+"

10: K- ~ p ~ m+ ~ Z

! No. events

4+3
12: ~ ~p-+A+K

!
No. events

! 5.0

15: ~ ~p~~+ ~A
! No. events

1420+120
1890+140
1510+130

! 990+120

d(r/dt

15+kg + 2

do/dt.
4+ 3 6 1

d(r/dt

(5 90%

do /dt

28+3+4
30+3+4
25 + 3 + 3
25 + 3 + 3
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t—(GeV/c)
—4.24 + 1.08

16: K+ + p -+ K+ + 6+
No. events

&60

d~/dt

&230 90/.

t —(GeV/c) '
4.12 + 0.043
4.16 6 0.043
4.20 6 0.043
4.25 + 0.042
4.29 6 0.042
4.33 6 0.042
4.37 6 0.042
4.41 + 0.042
4.46 6 0.042
4.50 + 0.041
4.54 6 0.041
4.58 6 0.041

No. events
2905 + 60
3470 6 65
4080 + 65
4380 6 ?0
4440 6 70
4460 + 70
4590 + 70
4783 6 75
4700 6 75
4830 + 75
4569 6 70
4760 + 75

do/dt
4360 6 90 + 480
4290 + 80 k 470
4230 6 70 6 470
4120 + 65 k 450
3840 6 60 + 420
3670 6 60 + 400
3740 6 60 6 410
3700 + 60 + 410
3580 6 60 + 390
3460 6 55 + 380
3270 6 50 6 360
3400 6 55 6 370

»: p+p~p+p
t (—GeV/c) '

4.62 6 0.041
4.66 + 0.041
4.70 6 0.041
4.71 + 0.040
4.67 + 0.040
4.63 6 0.040
4.59 + 0.040
4.55 + 0.039
4.51 + 0.039
4.47 6 0.039
4.43 6 0.039
4.39 + 0.039

No. events
4560 + 70
4545 + 70
4375 6 70
4300 + 70
4179 6 70
3860 6 65
3585 6 65
3340 6 60
3075 + 60
2965 + 60
2625 6 55
2115 6 50

do/dt
3350 + 50 + 370
3310 6 50 + 360
3230 6 50 6 360
3380 + 55 6 370
3320 6 55 + 370
3390 6 60 6 370
3300 k 60 6 360
3250 6 60 6 360
3310 6 65 6 360
3600 + 75 + 400
3810 6 80 6 420
3900 6 95 6 430

t (GeV—/c)
4.82 + 0.98

t (GeV/c—)
6.42 + 1.00

»: p+p~p+p
No. events
123 6 11

19: pp m m+vr

No. events
6 + 2.4

do/dt
75 6 7 6 11

der/dt

7 + 3+ 1

t (GeV—/c)
4.54 6 0.98

t (GeV/c—)
6.03 + 0.98

18: P+p~ p+p
No. events

25 6 5

20: pp m K+K
No. events

2 6 1.4

do /dt
87 6 18 + 12

do/dt
2+2+03
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